Was it something I said?

Time: 90 minutes

Students decide whether the statements are true or false
according to the information in the article.

Summary: This lesson is about the
importance of small talk in the workplace.
In this lesson, students:
1. study a text on small talk, with advice on
topics and expressions to avoid;
2. discover the top ten unacceptable
small-talk topics in the US;
3. discuss their own experiences of making
small talk and its challenges, especially in
a foreign language;
4. practise making small talk.

Key:
1. T
2. F
3. T
4. T
5. F
6. F
7. T
8. F

Note: This lesson plan is for both pre-experience and
in-work business students based on an original article
first published in Business Spotlight issue 2/2019.

Warmer
Students answer the first two questions using the
prompts if necessary. Then they discuss the third
question and say whether the mention of the weather
was a part of a ‘serious’ conversation or just small talk.

Key words
Students match the key words with the definitions and
then find the words in the article and notice how they are
used in context. The words in the task are in the order
that they appear in the article.

9. judgements
10. harsh
11. crude
12. accusations
13. griping
14. tedious

Students find expressions in the article, then use them in
sentences of their own.
Key:
1. at a loss for words
2. building a bridge
3. grab some grub
4. lack of restraint
5. a big no-no
6. harmless chit-chat

Unacceptable small-talk topics
Using the topics provided, students decide which
small-talk topics they think Americans find the most
inappropriate in the workplace and fill the gaps in the
top ten list. Find out if students were surprised about
the ranking or inclusion of any of the topics on the list
and whether they think the list would look the same in
their workplace.
Key:
71%
69%
57%
42%
39%
38%
37%
35%
31%
28%

sex life
drug use
gossip about a colleague
salary or income
sexual orientation
race or ethnicity
religion
gender identity
politics
relationship issues
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Group size: Any

Expressions
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Materials: One copy of the worksheet
per student

Key:
1. anxiety
2. mundane
3. trending
4. jeopardize
5. conflict
6. provoke
7. polarized
8. confrontational

Teacher ’s notes

Understanding the article

Level: Intermediate

Was it something I said?

Students use their charts to make brief notes about each of
the topics. The notes will help them talk about each topic
during the communication part of the task.
Ask the students to sit in two rows (row A and row B)
opposite each other. When you give them a signal,
students in row A start making small talk with their
partner about any one of the topics on your chart. After
about two minutes, tell them to stop. Students in row A
tick the topic they just talked about and move one place
to the right.

Students continue practising making small talk in this
quick-fire way.
At the end of the task, students reflect on which topics
were the easiest to talk about and which were the
hardest. Find out which ones easily lead onto further
conversation and which ones were more difficult
to continue.

Related topics on onestopenglish
In this Business Spotlight lesson plan, students are
faced with the question ‘Do you talk too much?’
www.onestopenglish.com/business/business-spotlight/
do-you-talk-too-much/551620.article
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Making small talk

Then students in row B decide which topic to talk about
with their new partner (and place a tick on their chart).
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Students discuss the questions relating to the article and
to small talk in general.

Teacher ’s notes

Discussion

Was it something I said?

Worksheet

1

Warmer
Have you mentioned the weather today? Yes / No / Probably, but I can’t remember
When did you last hear someone make a comment about the weather? Within the past hour /
Sometime earlier today / Not today; maybe it was …
Why did you or the other person make the comment? Because the weather was affecting the situation
at the time / Just as a way of making a friendly comment

Key words
Match the key words to the definitions below. Find and underline them in the article. Then read the
article and note how they are used in context.
trending

provoke
mundane

1.

polarized
jeopardize

conflict
anxiety

a worried feeling you have because you think something bad might happen

2. ordinary and not interesting or exciting
3. very popular as a subject discussed on social media
4. risk damaging or destroying something important
5. angry disagreement between people or groups
6. cause an angry reaction
7.

formed two very different opinions that are completely opposite to each other

tedious          harsh          griping          crude
accusations          judgements          confrontational
8. behaving in a way that shows you want to have an argument or fight with someone

9. negative opinions that you form about someone
10. something that is strict, unkind and often unfair
11. words that are offensive because they refer to sex in an unpleasant way

12. claims that someone has done something wrong
13. complaining continuously in an annoying way
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14. boring and continuing for too long
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Was it something I said?
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Small talk at work helps
develop good relationships
between colleagues. But
what should we talk about?
JULIAN EARWAKER
looks into which topics
are acceptable and which
are taboo.

Worksheet

by Julian Earwaker

Was it something I said?

Was it something I said?
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Worksheet

by Julian Earwaker

Was it something I said?
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JULIAN EARWAKER is a freelance journ
writer-in-residence and book author.
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Understanding the article
Are these sentences true (T) or false (F) according to the information in the article?
1.

Brexit is a very common small-talk topic in the UK.

2. Confident people never have problems starting small talk.
3. Developing your small-talk skills can help you become successful in many aspects of your work life.
4. If you work in finance or insurance, there are more small-talk topics you should avoid than if you work
in other, more relaxed industries.
5. In the US, most people avoid talking about politics at work.
6. It’s not important what you talk about but only what language you use when you make small talk.
7.

Small talk about politics can soon turn into a heated debate and cause people to make judgements
about others.

8. The experts advise us not to talk about the weather as it is too mundane and tedious.

Expressions
a.	Find expressions that match the descriptions in the article.
1.

when you do not know what to say (five words, para 2)

2. finding something that you have in common with someone else (three words, para 2)

3. get something to eat (three words, para 4)
4. when you are unable to stop yourself from doing something (three words, para 5)
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Was it something I said?

Worksheet

5. something you should definitely not do (three words, para 7)

6. small talk that does not hurt anybody (two words, para 7)
b.	Use the expressions in sentences of your own.
5

Unacceptable small-talk topics
Which small-talk topics do you think Americans find most inappropriate in the workplace?
Complete the top ten list using the topics below.
salary or income

gossip about a colleague

politics

religion

sex life

Not safe for work? Top ten workplace conversation topics Americans find inappropriate

71%
69%

drug use

57%
42%
39%

sexual orientation

38%

race or ethnicity

37%
35%

gender identity

31%
28%

Discussion
Find and highlight three good pieces of advice in the article. Talk about why you think this
advice is useful.

•

Talk about work-related situations you have been in, in which you needed to make small talk
both in your own language and in English.

•

Why do you think many people find making small talk difficult, especially in a
foreign language?
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relationship issues

Was it something I said?

Worksheet

Making small talk
Make notes in the chart about each of the topics. Then practise making small talk and place a tick
next to each topic when you have finished discussing it with a partner.

4

small-talk topic

my notes

weather

books

films / TV

music

politics

sports

family / pets

local news
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